In 1909, Hardy gave an example of a transcendental entire function, f , with the property that the set of points where f achieves its maximum modulus, M(f ), has infinitely many discontinuities. This is one of only two known examples of such a function.
Introduction
Suppose that f is an entire function. We define the maximum modulus by M (r, f ) . . = max |z|=r |f (z)|, for r ≥ 0.
Following [Six15] , we denote the set of points where f achieves its maximum modulus, which we call the maximum modulus set, by M(f ). In other words M(f ) . . = {z ∈ C : |f (z)| = M (|z|, f )}.
(1.1)
Hardy [Har09] was the first to construct maximal modulus sets with discontinuities. Indeed, he constructed a transcendental entire function, g, such that M(g) has infinitely many discontinuities. Hardy's example is the function g(z) . . = α exp e z 2 + sin z , for α > 0, (1.2) where α is assumed to be sufficiently large. Hardy's calculations are complicated but essentially elementary. He shows that, for large values of r > 0, M(g) lies on the real line, precisely where the sine function is non-negative. In other words, away from the origin, M(g) consists of line segments of the form [2nπ, (2n + 1)π], for all sufficiently large (positive or negative) integers n.
The only other example in the literature was given in [Tyl00] , where it was shown that the function f (z) . . = exp e z 2 + 2z sin 2 z , (1.3) has the property that M(f ) has an infinite number of isolated points; in other words, degenerate maximal curves. Our goal in this paper it to give some generalisations of these results, in the following sense. First we show that it is possible to specify the moduli of the discontinuities, provided they tend to infinity. At the same time we show that the function constructed can be chosen to lie in the Eremenko-Lyubich class, denoted by B, which has been much studied in complex analysis and complex dynamics; see, for example, [Six18] . The class B consists of those transcendental entire functions for which the set of singular values, in other words those values through which some inverse branch cannot be continued, is bounded. In a sense, these functions are the transcendental entire functions with properties most resembling those of the polynomials. It is easy to see that the functions in (1.2) and (1.3) do not lie in the class B.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that (r n ) n∈N is an increasing sequence of positive real numbers tending to infinity. Then there is a transcendental entire function f ∈ B such that M(f ) has a discontinuity at r n , for all n ∈ N.
The order of a transcendental entire function f is defined by ρ(f ) . . = lim sup r→∞ log log M (r, f ) log r .
We show that, with an additional hypothesis on the sequence (r n ) n∈N , the function can be chosen to have finite order. It is easy to see that the functions in (1.2) and (1.3) do not have finite order.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that (r n ) n∈N is a sequence of positive real numbers, and that there exists C > 1 such that r n+1 > Cr n , for n ∈ N. Then there is a transcendental entire function f ∈ B with ρ(f ) < ∞, such that M(f ) has a discontinuity at r n , for all n ∈ N.
Remark. Tyler [Tyl00] gave an example of a polynomial P for which M(P ) has a discontinuity; indeed, M(P ) has an isolated point. It seems natural to ask, in view of Theorem 1.3, if there is a transcendental entire function f with ρ(f ) = 0, such that M(f ) has at least one discontinuity. We have not been able to answer this question, as the techniques of this paper all give rise to functions in class B, and such functions always have order at least a half; this follows readily from a result in [Hei48] .
Structure. The structure of the paper is as follows. First, in Section 2, we discuss an alternative approach to proving Hardy's result. That is, we construct a transcendental entire function whose maximum modulus set has infinitely many discontinuities. Although this does not add anything essentially new, it illustrates the ideas used in our more complicated construction. In Section 3 we lay out the technique behind the construction we shall use in our proofs. The proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 follow in the final two sections.
Notation. We let H denote the right half-plane H . . = {z ∈ C : Re z > 0}. For a ∈ C and r > 0, we define the ball D(a, r) . . = {z ∈ C : |z − a| < r}. For a hyperbolic domain V ⊂ C, we denote the hyperbolic distance in V between two points z, w ∈ V by d V (z, w).
An alternative to Hardy's function
In this section we briefly discuss a new transcendental entire function, f , with the property that M(f ) has infinitely many discontinuities. Although this example does not have any particularly novel features when compared to Hardy's example, it illustrates some of the ideas used in our more complicated construction. It also, in some sense, has the most straightforward proof, and so seems worth recording.
Following [Sta91] , set G 0 . . = {x + iy ∈ C : x > 0 and |y| < π}.
For z ∈ C \ G 0 , we can define a function g by setting
where the integration is taken clockwise. It is shown in [PS72] that g can be extended to a transcendental entire function, which we continue to denote by g, with the properties that
where the O(.) terms above are both as z → ∞. For n ∈ N, set a n . . = 2 n and b n . . = n(1 + 4πi), let
g(a n (z − b n )), (2.3) and define the horizontal strip
It follows from (2.2) that the partial sums in (2.3) converge locally uniformly, and so f is a transcendental entire function. As a consequence of (2.2), there exists
for all sufficiently large r > 0. It follows that for all r > r 0 we have
where p(r) → ∞ as r → ∞. The fact that M(f ) has infinitely many discontinuities follows from this observation, together with the fact that the sets in (2.4) are disjoint.
Finally we remark that, with suitable modifications to the parameters in (2.3), it is possible to gain quite a high degree of control over the moduli of the discontinuities in M(f ). However, it does not seem possible to get the same level of control as in the statement of Theorem 1.2. Moreover, the function in (2.3) is neither in class B, nor of finite order. We need a more careful and general way of using Cauchy integrals to prove our two main results.
Background to the construction
Note that the sets G n , defined in Section 2, are tracts for the function f , in the sense that |f | is bounded on the boundary of each G n , which is an unbounded simply-connected domain mapped by f as a universal covering. The discontinuities in M(f ) are achieved by forcing M(f ) to "jump" from one tract to another. This suggests it might be possible to find a class B function with infinitely many discontinuities by using the construction in [Bis15] . Very roughly speaking, this result allows us to define a transcendental entire function in the class B by defining a collection of tracts. However, the construction of this transcendental entire function introduces a quasiconformal map, and it seems hard to control the effects of this map. As a result of this, we have not been able to use this construction in our setting.
Instead, our main construction is based on results from [RG14] . Unlike the result of [Bis15] , this only allows for a single tract, on which a function is defined. Then, proceeding as in Section 2, this function is extended to a transcendental entire map using Cauchy integrals. The careful choice of the functions involved provides much more control of the transcendental entire function that results; in fact the map can be specified up to a small error function, and moreover can be chosen to lie in the class B, see Theorem 3.2 below. Accordingly, we will use the result of [RG14] , and ensure that the modulus set of the resulting map has the desired discontinuities by constructing a unique tract that "winds" forwards and backwards; see Figure 1 .
We begin with some results and definitions, adapted from [RG14] .
Definition 3.1 ([RG14, Definition 1.6]). A model is a triplet (G, V, H) with the following properties.
Remark. The equivalent definition in [RG14] defines a model function using a conformal map Ψ : exp(V ) → H, such that G = Ψ • exp. Our definition, and the theorem below, are equivalent, and slightly easier to work with in our setting.
In this paper it is useful to make a specific choice of H, and so, following [RG14], we fix for the rest of the document
Since V is disjoint from its 2πi translates, we can define a single-valued logarithm on exp(V ). Using this logarithm, we can then define an analytic function g : exp(V ) → exp(H) with the property that
(3.
2)
The following allows us to approximate the function g with an entire function f ∈ B. This result is adapted from [RG14, Theorem 1.7] together with [RG14, Corollary 4.5].
Theorem 3.2. Let (G, V, H) be a model, with H fixed in (3.1), and let g be as in (3.2). Then there exists f ∈ B such that
Here h : C → C is such that there is a constant M > 0, that depends only on G −1 (1), such that |h(z)| ≤ M/|z|, for |z| > 1.
Remark. As noted earlier, the function f in Theorem 3.2 is constructed using Cauchy integrals, in a similar way to the function g in (2.1). Suppose that (r n ) n∈N is an increasing sequence of positive real numbers tending to infinity. We may assume without loss of generality that (r n ) n∈N is strictly increasing, since otherwise we can choose a strictly increasing subsequence (r n k ) n k ∈N ; then, if Theorem 1.2 holds for (r n k ) n k ∈N , it also holds for (r n ) n∈N . We are required to construct a transcendental entire function, f , such that M(f ) has a discontinuity at each of these moduli.
For an entire function f , define
It is a calculation that exp(M log (f )) ⊆ M(f ) ⊆ exp(M log (f )) ∪ {0}. For each n ∈ N, we set x n . . = log r n . We will prove our result by proving the equivalent fact that M log (f ) has discontinuities at points with real part equal to x n .
The proof of this fact is complicated, and splits into three steps. First we carefully design a tract V , which winds backwards and forwards near each value x n , and an associated Riemann map G; see Figure 1 . The definition of V depends on an infinite dimensional variable that we denote by δ. We use V and G, together with the results in Section 3 to obtain a transcendental entire function f . Next we prove various estimates on these functions, and use these estimates to show that M log (f ) necessarily has discontinuities close to the values (x n ) n∈N . Finally, we show that a suitable choice of the variable δ gives the required result.
We begin by defining our domain V . For a hyperbolic domain U ⊂ C, we denote by ρ U (z) the hyperbolic density at the point z ∈ U . If U is simply-connected, then, see [BM07, Theorems 8.2 and 8.6], we have the following standard estimate;
where dist(z, ∂U ) is the Euclidean distance between z and ∂U . For > 0, consider the rectangle
Observation 4.1. We can choose sufficiently small that the following holds. Suppose that V ⊂ C is an unbounded simply-connected domain, which strictly contains R 0 , and is such that the upper, lower and right-hand boundaries of R 0 all lie in ∂V . Suppose also that G : V → H is a conformal map with G(−1) = 1, and also such that G(z) → ∞ as Re z → +∞. Then
Proof. This is possible because, independent of the shape of V , the hyperbolic distance in V from −1 to ∂R 0 ∩ V tends to infinity as tends to zero; see (4.1).
From now on we assume that has been chosen so that that implication of Observation 4.1 holds. Let M > 0 be the constant from Theorem 3.2 with G −1 (1) = −1. Increasing M if necessary, we can assume that M > e 2 . Set L . . = log M, so that L > 2.
(4.2)
Observe that we can assume, without loss of generality, that r 1 > e L+3 so that x 1 > L + 3. Otherwise, we choose λ > 0 large enough that λr 1 > e L+3 . By considering the sequence (λr n ) n∈N , we construct a functionf so that M(f ) has discontinuities at the points λr n . Finally, we set f . . =f (λz), and note that M(f ) = λ −1 M(f ) has discontinuities at the required moduli.
For simplicity of notation, set x 0 . . = 0 . . = 0. For each n ∈ N choose
Let us consider the set ∆ . . = n∈N [0, n /8].
If δ ∈ ∆, for each n ∈ N we shall write δ n for the nth coordinate of δ; in other words, we shall assume that δ = δ 1 δ 2 . . .. Suppose that δ ∈ ∆. For each n ∈ N define six rectangles as follows:
x ∈ (x n + n /2, x n + n ) and y ∈ (− n /32, 1)},
x ∈ (x n + n , x n + 3 n /2) and y ∈ (−1, 1)}.
We then append the rectangle R 0 to the union of all these, to define the simplyconnected domain
x n Figure 1 . A schematic of part of the simply-connected domain V (δ); this is not drawn to scale. The idea of our construction is to force M log (f ), which is shown in red, to "jump" from R 1 n to R 4 n for all n ∈ N, and we control when this "jump" happens by careful control of the parameter δ.
See Figure 1 . Finally, we let G be the conformal isomorphism from V to H, such that G(−1) = 1, and such that G(z) → ∞ as Re z → +∞. Note that V and G depend on δ, but we suppress this dependence for simplicity. This completes the definitions of V and G.
It follows by Observation 4.1 that if γ ⊂ V \ R 0 is a crosscut of V that separates −1 from ∞, then max z∈γ Re G(z) ≥ 4, (4.4) and this holds independently of δ. (By a crosscut of V we mean a subset A ⊂ V which is homeomorphic to the open interval (0, 1), such that the closure of A is homeomorphic to a closed interval with exactly the two endpoints in ∂V .) We next prove an estimate on G that holds independently of the parameter δ. It is helpful, for n ∈ N, to set I n . . = (x n − δ n , x n − δ n + n /8).
Observe that R 4 n = I n × (−1, 0). The significance of this interval is that we will show that M log (f ) has a discontinuity with real part in I n whenever δ ∈ ∆. Proof. Suppose that n ∈ N and δ ∈ ∆. Let α n be a point on the right-hand boundary of R 3 n at which Re G(z) achieves its maximum; it is easy to see this, and other similar, maxima exist. Let β n be any point of the left-hand boundary of R 3 n . CLAIM. We have that |G(β n ) − G(α n )| > 1.
Proof of claim. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that |G(β n ) − G(α n )| ≤ 1. Since G is a conformal isomorphism, we have by Pick's Theorem, see [BM07, Theorem 6.4], that d V (α n , β n ) = d H (G(α n ), G(β n )).
(4.6)
We now estimate the two sides of (4.6). All points of R 3 n are a Euclidean distance at most n /64 from the boundary of V , and so, by (4.1),
Re α n − Re β n n /32
On the other hand, by (4.4), we know that Re G(α n ) ≥ 4. Hence, by assumption, all points of the straight line segment from G(α n ) to G(β n ) lie a distance at least 2 from the boundary of H. Hence, by (4.1),
This is a contradiction, which completes the proof of the claim.
Next let α n be a point of the left-hand boundary of R 3 n at which Re G(z) achieves its maximum.
CLAIM. We have that Re G(α n ) − Re G(α n ) > 1.
Proof of claim. This follows from the previous claim, since the image under G of the left-hand boundary of R 3 n separates the image under G of the right-hand boundary of R 3 n from infinity in H. Our result follows from this claim, since G(R 3 n ) separates G(R 1 n ) from G(R 4 n ) in H, and ∂G(R 4 n ) contains the points of greatest real part in ∂G(R 3 n ).
Let (G, V, H) be a model, and let g be the corresponding function as described in Section 3. We then let f and h be the functions provided by Theorem 3.2. Note that the functions f, g and h all depend on δ ∈ ∆, though we have suppressed this dependence for simplicity. Note that our choice of the constant L in (4.2) implies that for z ∈ V , |h(e z )| < e −1 , for Re z > L + 1.
(4.7) The following proposition essentially says that all points in M log (f ) with sufficiently large real parts lie inside V , independently of the choice of δ. Recall that we have assumed that x 1 > L + 3.
Proof. Suppose that z / ∈ V , and Re z > x 1 − 2 1 > L + 1. Then, by (4.7), we have that |f (e z )| = |h(e z )| < e −1 .
Next, suppose that t > x 1 − 2 1 . Then V ∩ {t + iy ∈ C} contains a crosscut of V that separates −1 from infinity, and so, by (3.2), (4.4) and (4.7),
The result follows.
We then have the following. Lemma 4.5. The following all hold, for each n ∈ N.
(1) The function φ n is well-defined and continuous.
(2) If δ n = 0, then φ n (δ) > 0.
(3) If δ n = n /8, then φ n (δ) < 0.
(4) If φ n (δ) = 0, then M log (f ) has a discontinuity with real part x n .
Proof. Fix n ∈ N. First we show that φ n is well-defined. By Proposition 4.4, there exists t ∈ I n such that max |f (e z )|, and hence the set over which the minimum is taken in (4.9) is non-empty. Moreover, note that the image of points in V that are close to ∂V must also be close to ∂H, and thus have small real part. In particular, there exists a constant c > 0 so that if z ∈ R 4 n and Re z − (x n − δ n ) < c, then Re G(z) < 1/3. By this, (3.2) and (4.7), we have that if z ∈ R 4 n and Re z − (x n − δ n ) < c, then |f (e z )| = |g(e z ) + h(e z )| ≤ |g(e z )| + |h(e z )| ≤ e Re G(z) + e −1 < 2.
(4.10)
Hence, by (4.4) and (4.7), for all t ∈ (x n − δ n , x n − δ n + c), |f (e z )|.
(4.11) This means that we can replace the non-compact interval I n in (4.9) by a compact interval [x n − δ n + c, x n − δ n + c ] ⊂ I n (4.12) for some c < c < n /8. It then follows by continuity of f that the minimum in (4.9) is attained, and so φ n is well-defined. Next, we observe that, in the Carathéodory kernel topology, the tract V (δ) depends continuously on δ, using the product topology on ∆. It then follows from the Carathéodory kernel theorem ([Pom92, Theorem 1.8]) that the function G depends continuously on δ in the topology of locally uniform convergence, and in turn, so does the function g from (3.2). Moreover, it follows from the construction of the function f in [RG14] , that the function f depends continuously on δ in the topology of locally uniform convergence; see [RG14, Theorem 2.1] and the proof of [RG14, Corollary 4.5]. It follows that the function φ n is continuous, and this completes the proof of (1).
Suppose that δ n = 0. As noted above, the minimum in (4.9) is attained in the interval specified in (4.12), which in this case only contains points of real part greater than x n . Thus φ n (δ) > 0, and (2) follows. If δ n = n /8, then all points in the same interval are of real part less than x n . We deduce (3).
Finally, suppose that φ n (δ) = 0. To prove (4), we need to show that M log (f ) has a discontinuity at real part x n . By Proposition 4.3 and the geometry of V , we have M log (f ) ∩ {t + iy ∈ C : t ∈ I n } ⊂ R 1 n ∪ R 4 n . Moreover, by (4.9) and since φ n (δ) = 0, we have that
In addition, by the continuity of f , M log (f ) contains a point z ∈ R 4 n with real part equal to x n . In particular, z must be an endpoint of a maximal curve of M log (f ), and so the result follows.
As mentioned earlier, we have now shown that it is possible to construct discontinuities in M log (f ) close to the necessary values. It remains to show that a suitable choice of δ leads to our result.
Lemma 4.6. There exists δ ∈ ∆ with the property that φ n (δ) = 0, for all n ∈ N. In particular, M log (f ) has a discontinuity with real part x n , for each n ∈ N.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is closely related to [RG14, Proof of Theorem 7.4], although we provide additional detail for the convenience of the reader. We shall, in fact, prove the stronger result that for any A ⊂ N, there exists δ ∈ ∆ with the property that φ n (δ) = 0 for all n ∈ A. The result then follows by Lemma 4.5 part (4). It is useful to note that, by Lemma 4.5 parts (2) and (3), for each n ∈ N, there exist constants M n > 0 and N n < 0 such that φ n (δ) ≥ M n when δ n = 0, and φ n (δ) ≤ N n when δ n = n /8.
Clearly, if A is a single point, then the claim is immediate, using the intermediate value theorem.
Suppose that A contains finitely many points, say A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m } for some m > 1. We define a function from ∆(A) . . = n∈A [0, n /8] to itself, as follows. First, for each y = y 1 y 2 . . . y m ∈ ∆(A), let δ(y) be the sequence defined by setting δ n = y k , if n = a k for some k, 0, otherwise.
Then, for each n ∈ A, we define a map ξ n : ∆(A) → [0, n /8] by
Note that ξ n is a continuous and surjective map; this is an immediate consequence of the definition, and by Lemma 4.5 parts (1), (2), and (3). Hence the map Φ : ∆(A) → ∆(A) given by Φ(y) . . = (ξ a 1 (y), ξ a 2 (y), . . . , ξ am (y)) is a continuous map of an m-dimensional closed box to itself, that maps any face of any dimension to itself surjectively. In particular, Φ(∂∆(A)) = ∂∆(A).
CLAIM. The function Φ is a surjection.
Proof of claim. The proof of this result is a standard argument from algebraic topology.
Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that Φ omits some value p in the interior of ∆(A), and let H be a homeomorphism from ∆(A) to the closed unit m-dimensional ball B m , that sends p to 0 = (0, . . . , 0). In particular, we have that H(∂∆(A)) = S m−1 . . = ∂B m . Define the continuous maps P : B m \ {0} → S m−1 as P (x) . . = x/||x||, and
noting that F(S m−1 ) = S m−1 . Then, the composition S m−1 ι → B m F − → S m−1 is surjective, and thus, induces a non-trivial homomorphism G of the homotopy group π m−1 (S m−1 ) = Z to itself. However, since F •ι factors through B m , G factors through the group π m−1 (B m ) = 0, which contradicts G being non-trivial.
Consequently, by the surjectivity of Φ, there exists a point x ∈ ∆(A) such that
In particular, φ n (δ(x)) = 0 for all n ∈ A, as required. Finally, if A is infinite, then we take an increasing nested sequence of finite subsets A k that exhaust A, and let δ be a limit of the corresponding sequences. Then, the claim follows by continuity of the functions φ n from Lemma 4.5 part (1).
Finite order functions
To prove Theorem 1.3 we require the following simple observation. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Theorem 1.3 has one additional hypothesis compared to Theorem 1.2. This is that there exists C > 1 such that r n+1 ≥ Cr n , for n ∈ N. This implies that the sequence (x n ) n∈N , defined in the proof of Theorem 1.2 by x n . . = log r n , satisfies that x n+1 − x n ≥ log C > 0, for n ∈ N. This, in turn, implies that terms in the sequence ( n ) n∈N used in the construction in that proof, see (4.3), can be chosen to be equal to a positive constant, say > 0. In particular, this implies the following. Independent of the choice of
there exist α > 0, and a curve Γ ⊂ V = V (δ) from −1 to infinity, such that each point of Γ is a Euclidean distance at least α from ∂V . Moreover, by the geometry of V , Γ can be chosen so that the following holds. There is a constant K > 0, independent of the choice of δ, such that the Euclidean length of
is at most Kt, for t > 0.
Let f be the function resulting from the construction in the proof of Theorem 1.2. The fact that f is of finite order seems to be folklore. However, we have not been able to find a reference, so we prove this fact.
For t > 0, set γ t . . = V ∩ {x + iy ∈ C : x = t}. Let S denote the infinite strip S . . = {x + iy ∈ C : |y| < π}, and let ψ be the Riemann map from S to H such that ψ(0) = 1 and ψ (0) > 0. Set φ = ψ −1 • G, so that φ is a conformal map from V to S.
CLAIM. There exist t 0 , a 0 > 0, such that for all t ≥ t 0 the following holds. There exist t , t such that t ≤ t < t ≤ t + a 0 , and with the following properties.
(a) We have γ t ⊂ R 1 n , for some n ∈ N. (b) We have γ t ⊂ R 1 n , for some n ≥ n . (c) There is a vertical line segment in S, which we denote by σ t , that separates φ(γ t ) from φ(γ t ) in S.
Proof of claim. The first two points follow readily from the geometry of V . The final point is an application of the Ahlfors distortion theorem using the values t and t ; see, for example, [Ahl73, Corollary to Theorem 4.8].
Suppose that t ≥ t 0 . Let t , t and σ t be as in the previous claim. Set µ t . . = max z∈σt Re ψ(z).
CLAIM. If w t ∈ σ t is such that Re ψ(w t ) = µ t , then w t and ψ(w t ) are both real, and hence ψ(w t ) = µ t .
Proof of claim. To see this, suppose that ψ(w t ) is not real. By the symmetry of the domains S and H, and the choice of normalisation of the Riemann map, we have that ψ(w t ) = ψ(w t ). Consider the part of ψ(σ t ) running from ψ(w t ) to ψ(w t ); call this curve ω. Clearly ω cannot be a straight line segment. Moreover, all points of ω have real part at most Re ψ(w t ). Hence ω has greater Euclidean length than the straight line segment from ψ(w t ) to ψ(w t ), and runs through points where the hyperbolic density is greater; see Observation 5.1. This is a contradiction, because ω is a geodesic. Hence ψ(w t ) is real, and our choice of normalisation implies that w t is also real.
Let ζ t be any point of . . = γ t ∩ Γ.
CLAIM. There is a constant c > 0, independent of t, such that 1 2 log µ t ≤ d H (1, µ t ) = d S (0, w t ) ≤ d S (0, φ(ζ t )) = d V (−1, ζ t ) ≤ ct, for t ≥ t 0 .
Proof of claim. The first inequality is an application of (4.1) in H. The two equalities hold by Pick's theorem, because the maps are conformal. The final inequality is an application of (4.1) in V , using the comment earlier about the positive constant α and the curve Γ. This leaves the middle inequality. It is easy to show that there is a constant κ > 0 such that ρ S (z) ≥ ρ S (Re z) = κ, for z ∈ S. This implies that the geodesic
